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Section 1: Introduction
1.1 Background
RMC (now Woodard and Curran) prepared the final South Sacramento County Agriculture & Habitat Lands
Recycled Water Program Facilities Plan (Facilities Plan) in 2017. The Facilities Plan documented the
preliminary engineering analyses, alignment evaluation, anticipated construction techniques, right-of-way
(ROW) requirements, and hydraulic analysis for the initial recycled water facilities with the purpose to
support an EIR/EIS to satisfy all necessary requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
In the Facilities Plan, a proposed network of distribution pipeline was identified based upon the available
customer connection information at that time. Multiple distribution pipeline alignment alternatives were
neither developed nor evaluated. However, the Facilities Plan did include an analysis of multiple
transmission pipeline alignment alternatives. The transmission pipeline alignment alternatives were
evaluated and scored based upon cost and qualitative criteria, including ROW, environmental impacts, utility
conflicts, traffic impacts, constructability, operational/O&M, and permitting. The C-PMO performed a routing
analysis to validate the recommendations in the Facilities Plan and evaluate additional alternatives, if
necessary, for both the transmission pipeline and the distribution pipeline.

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this technical memorandum is two-fold and to document the following aspects associated
with the approach behind the realignment and extension of the distribution main system.
•
Differences between the distribution system service areas identified by the facility plan and the current
service maps and present the rationale behind the service area modifications
•
Routing Considerations used in the validation approach for distribution main areas.
As part of discussions and outreach with the farmers spread over the various parcels of the distribution
service area and coordination with the A-PMO, a new map was developed and hydraulically modeled as part
of the Harvest water C-PMO scope. The Facility Plan distribution system is shown in Figure 1-1 and the
current network is shown in Figure 1-2.
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Figure 1-1. Facility plan distribution system
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Figure 1-2. C-PMO map
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Section 2: Differences with Facility Plan/ROW Considerations
As shown in Figures 1-1 and 1-2, the current system reaches associated with the following locations/parcels
are different from the facility plan and are discussed in this section.
1. West of Franklin Boulevard/Core Road
2. Kammerer/Bruceville/Rau Road
3. Camp Road
4. Franklin Boulevard south of Lambert Road to Twin Cities Road
5. Hood Franklin Road (Between Franklin Boulevard and I-5)
6. Western leg of Lambert Road
7. East End of Eschinger Road (before the road turns North)
8. Unnamed Road east of Carroll Road
9. Point Pleasant Road/Lourence Road/Korn Road area
The main advantages and considerations associated with expanding and/or modifying the facility plan
service areas are outlined below.
Advantages
•
Minimize Land Acquisition: Keeping the distribution main along Public ROW helps optimize the use of
public land and minimize the costs and timeline associated with land acquisition. The current approach
will include farm connections off these public stretches.
•
Operational Ease: The distribution mains will have multiple air valves, customer connection points which
will all need maintenance. Accessing these points and turnoff locations in winter and private property
could pose challenges and having these locations accessible to easier maintenance along public
ROW/County owned easements is preferred.
•
Change in Potential User Level of Interest: Locations 4,5 and 7 indicate the need for a new distribution
main to target users who had a change in the user level of interest since the 2017 facility plan and need
to be serviced as part of the modified service area. Refer to Attachments A and B.
Disadvantages
Moving the alignment to the Public ROW does introduce more utility conflicts, requires traffic lane
management, and may add to the length of the overall pipe in some areas due to the looping. These aspects
present challenges but the land acquisition factor can offset these challenges in the long-term.
The locations of the modified areas are discussed in the subsequent section.

2.1 Location 1 – West of Franklin Boulevard/Core Road
The facility plan distribution mains originally followed the smaller farm roads west of Franklin Boulevard
opposite the Franklin/Core Road intersection and were moved to Franklin Boulevard. As shown in the
Figures 2-1 and 2-2.
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Figure 2-1. Facility plan approach

Figure 2-2. Current approach
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2.2 Location 2 – Kammerer/Bruceville/Rau Road
The area around Bruceville/Kammerer Road is a parcel with low demands and was originally serviced via
farm roads tapping off Eschinger Road. The current layout taps the same locations via Kammerer Road and
Rau road to leverage the use of Public ROW as shown in Figures 2-3 and 2-4.

Figure 2-3. Facility plan

Figure 2-4. Current layout
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2.3 Location 3 – Camp Road
The facility plan shows farm service lines north and south of Camp Road and the current layout follows Camp
Road (Public ROW) as shown in Figures 2-5 and 2-6.

Figure 2-5. Facility plan

Figure 2-6. Current layout
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2.4 Location 4 –Franklin Boulevard South of Lambert Road to Twin Cities
Road
This area was not part of the Facility Plan but is included within the expanded area to service the Loretz
farms’ south properties. The Loretz property turned in a YES Level of Interest response in 2017 that included
this ranch and a MAYBE in 2020 that focused on the northerly ranch. These southerly parcels are located on
the west side of Franklin Boulevard north of Twin Cities Road with one parcel spanning over. The current
layout continues down Franklin Boulevard to leverage public ROW and loops back into the Twin Cities Road
termination point shown by the facility plan to aid operational efficiency as shown in Figures 2-7 and 2-8.

Figure 2-7. Facility plan
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Figure 2-8. Current layout

2.5 Location 5 – Hood Franklin Road (Between Franklin Boulevard
and I-5)
The facility plan did not have the reach along Hood Franklin Road which is now included under the
current C-PMO map as shown in Figures 2-9 and 2-10.
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Figure 2-9: Facility plan

Figure 2-10. Current layout

2.6 Location 6 – Western leg of Lambert Road
The branches off Korn Road and Point Pleasant Road which reaches private property has been eliminated as
shown in Figures 2-11 and 2-12.
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Figure 2-11. Facility plan

Figure 2-12. Current approach

2.7 Location 7 – Eastern Leg of Eschinger Road
The reaches which branch off into private farm roads in the facility plan (Figure 2-13) have been replaced
with segments which follow public ROW. The north-east segment of Eschinger Rd has been extended close
to Hwy 99 to cover additional properties. See Figure 2-14 for the current layout.
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Figure 2-13. Facility plan

Figure 2-14. Current approach
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2.8 Location 8 – Unnamed Road off Carroll Road
The current approach proposes the use of the unnamed road off Carroll Road to leverage the use of public
ROW in lieu of the facility plan approach which relied on farm connections off Carroll Road as shown in
Figures 2-15 and 2-16.

Figure 2-15. Facility Plan

Figure 2-16. Current approach
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2.9 Location 9 – Pt Pleasant Road/Lourence Road/Korn Road Area
The current approach proposes the use of Pt Pleasant Road and Fogg Road to leverage the use of public
ROW in lieu of the facility plan approach which relied on additional connections off Pt Pleasant Road. The
Korn Road segment matches the facility plan approach by connecting down south to the main on Lambert
Road as shown in Figures 2-17 and 2-18.

Figure 2-17. Facility plan

Figure 2-18. Current approach
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Section 3: Alignment Validation and Routing Considerations
This section builds on the basic approach of leveraging public ROW discussed under Section 1 and lists
other key considerations used in the alignment validation effort for the distribution main area. Here are the
key considerations used in the approach in addition to leveraging public ROW:.
•
Field observations
•
Existing Utility Investigation
•
Review of environmental documentation
•
Constructability
•
Traffic Control (Lesser extent in the County areas)
A few representative locations are discussed to highlight the constraints which drive the routing decisions.
Additional discussions for trenchless locations are included in the Basis of Design Report.

3.1 Franklin Boulevard and Lambert Road
Multiple utilities including a SASD Force-main, SMUD overhead lines, Underground PG&E transmission and
distribution lines, a major drainage culvert across the railroad and fiber-optic lines in the railroad ROW are
the constraints governing the routing at this intersection. A suggested way of routing the D-main at this
intersection is shown in Figure 3-1. The force-mains in the west bound lanes limit the Lambert Road
segment to the east-bound lane just north of the existing PG&E gas-main at the south edge of the eastbound lane. The segment along Franklin Boulevard straddles the west edge of the South-bound lane past
the intersection. There is an existing PG&E transmission gas main west of the intersection and a potential
need for a SMUD easement based on the ongoing construction of a SMUD facility at the north-west corner of
this intersection. The north-south segment will need to cross under the east-west SASD force-main and is
expected to be a deep trenchless crossing. The east-west segment along Lambert Road will need to dive
under the PG&E transmission gas-main and railroad. An intertie between the north-south segment and eastwest segment is recommended to avoid a four-way cross-connection which would be challenging to
construct given traffic and utility considerations at this intersection.
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Figure 3-1. Franklin Boulevard and Lambert Road
Franklin Boulevard and Twin Cities Road
The UPRR crossing, drainage culvert located just north of the Franklin and Twin Cities Road and a PG&E gas
transmission main east of the railroad crossing at Twin Cities Road are the major utility constraints which
govern the alignment in this area. The suggested alignment follows the west edge of the south-bound lane of
Franklin Boulevard and utilizes the right-turn lane at the intersection of Franklin and Twin Cities Road for a
trenchless launch pit pending geotechnical investigations. The alignment along Twin Cities Road follows the
west-bound lane to accommodate room for a pit east of the PG&E gas line along Twin Cities Road. It is
recommended to stay outside the ditch and follow the pavement to avoid environmentally sensitive areas
along this alignment. The area outside the road along Twin Cities Road has relatively steep drop-off to
adjoining ditches as shown in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2. Franklin and Twin Cities Road

3.23.1
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Bruceville Road North and Lambert Road

A 12-inch SASD force-main and PG&E distribution gas main on the south side of Lambert Road are the major
reasons which keep the T-main and D-main on the north side of Lambert Road. This route helps avoid
crossing a force-main at the intersection of Bruceville North and Lambert Road. A culvert just north of
Lambert Road along Bruceville Road and underground SMUD primary conduits in this area still affect
multiple crossings. The 12-inch force-main along the east side of Bruceville makes the west side of
Bruceville Road a natural choice for the north-south alignment as shown in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-1. Bruceville Road North and Lambert Road

3.33.2

Bruceville and S12 Pump Station area (near Camp Road)

The location at the SASD S12 Pump Station (pictured below) is likely to have multiple SASD force-main
crossings and PG&E gas main crossings and limited routing options given that areas outside the road are
environmentally sensitive and have overhead power/utility lines. Potholing is recommended to help
determine the best depth and profile for the T-main in and around the utility crossing areas in conformance
with SASD, SMUD and PGE separation guidelines as shown in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-2. Bruceville Road and S12 Pump station Area

3.43.3

Bruceville Road South and Lambert Road

An 8-inch SASD Forcemain and a 12-inch SASD force-main originate from the S12 Pump station located near
Bruceville Road and Camp Road. These two force-mains continue north along Bruceville Road to Lambert
Road. At the intersection of Bruceville Road and Lambert Road, the 8-inch force-main goes west to the
intersection of Wilson Road and Lambert Road. The 12-inch force-main turns east at the intersection of
Bruceville Road and Lambert Road and continues north along Bruceville Road. These force-mains and PG&E
gas lines which straddle the east and west side of Bruceville Road South and the south side of Lambert
Road limit options to route the T-main and D-main alignment in this area. Potholing is recommended to
understand the exact location of the utilities and the best depth for the crossings needed with the forcemains and the PG&E gas mains near the intersection as shown in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-3. Bruceville Road South and Lambert Road

3.53.4

Point Pleasant Road and Ed Rau Road

Locations of primary underground SMUD electric lines and PGE gas lines govern the suggested alignment at
this intersection. The main is route along the north side of Lambert Road to avoid the SMUD and PG&E lines
as shown in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-4. Point Pleasant Road and Ed Rau Road
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3.6 Point Pleasant Road, Franklin Boulevard and UPRR
The railroad crossing requirements trigger the need for a trenchless crossing along Point Pleasant Road.
Care should be exercised to avoid the ditches and environmentally sensitive areas on north side of Point
Pleasant Road when placing the entrance and exit pits for trenchless construction. Franklin Boulevard has
relatively wide turn-lane areas and moderate traffic along this stretch, as such open cutting is the preferred
method of construction at the Franklin/Point Pleasant Road intersection. It is recommended to further
evaluate the construction methodology during the design stage as shown in Figure 3-7.

Figure 3-7. Point Pleasant Road, Franklin Boulevard and UPRR

3.73.5

Bruceville Road and Twin Cities Road

The SASD Force-main on the east side of Bruceville Road and overhead SMUD lines are the reasons for
routing the main as shown in the figure below. Areas outside the road are environmentally sensitive which
eliminate the option to use off-road areas as shown in Figure 3-8. Additional discussion of the trenchless
construction method is included in the Basis of Design Report.
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Figure 3-5. Bruceville Road and Twin Cities Road

3.83.6
West End of Lambert Road and Areas adjacent to
Environmentally sensitive areas
This area is part of a levee road with sensitive environmental lands at each side (Stone Lakes Wildlife
Refuge) and a steep drop off the road on each side. This stretch leads to the Wildlife refuge and will need
further coordination with CDFW and the A-PMO on the constraints needed during construction along with the
associated permitting process. This area seems to have limited existing utilities based on the results of the
utility investigations/A-letters as shown in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-6. West End of Lambert Road

3.93.7

Recommendations

The new service map and the locations presented as part of this memorandum illustrate the new approach
of routing the distribution mains along public ROW in lieu of private roads to minimize land acquisition and
facilitate long-term operational ease. Other key routing considerations include minimizing utility conflicts,
maintaining the mandated separation distance with existing utilities and avoiding environmentally sensitive
areas. It is the responsibility of the designer to evaluate this alignment after utility potholing, cathodic
protection, and geotechnical results are available.
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